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Joe s. Kienl en (M. S.: Depart ment of Education) 
Title: A STUDY TO PREDICT THE sucrass OF STUDENTS Il' PLANE GEOME+RY 
IN WORI4~ND HIGH SCHOOL, WORLAND , WYOMING. 
Mast er' s Report direct ed by Dr. W. Cl ement Wood 
The purpose of t his r epor t was t o develop me asurements t hat can be 
used for predicting success in Plane Geometr y in the Worl and High School. 
The specific purposes of t hi s rep or t were (1 ) to deter-mine coefficients 
of corr elation between Plane Geometry grades and Al gebra I grades , 
bet ween Pl ane Geometry and Al gebra II gr ades , between Plane Geometry 
gr ades and scores on the Orleans Geometr y Prognosis Test, and between 
Pl ane Geometry grades and the scores on t he Henmon- Nelson Test of Mental 
Ability; and (2 ) t o develop expectancy t ables to predict the success of 
student s i n Plane Geometry . 
Since t his is a report to predict the success of a student in 
Plane Geomet ry, it was limited to appr oximat el y one hundred students 
who had compl eted one full year of Plane Ge ometry . These studen ts range 
f rom sophomore s t o seniors who had taken Plane Geometr y sometime dur ing 
the s chool year s 1958-1961. 
The four predictive f actors used i n this report wer e (1) Algebra I 
gr ades , (2) Al gebra II gr ades, (3) t he Orleans Geometry Pr ognosis Test , 
and (4) t he Henmon-Nelson Te st of Ment al Ability. 
The data collected for this r eport were t aken f r om the students ' 
permanent r ecords which are on fil e in the principal ' s office of Wor land 
High School. Information obt ained from these permanent records were the 
end of the year gr ades for Al gebra I, Al gebra II, Plane Geometry , and 
the H.enmon-Nelson Tes t of Ment al Ability score s . The scores fo r t he 
Orleans Geometry Prognosis Test were obtained from the students ' 
personal f iles in the guidance office . 
The data were grouped into correlation t ables . The statis t ics 
obtained from each t able were substituted into a corr elation formula 
from which a single numerical value was computed f or each correJation. 
The same data collected for t he correlations we re used i n 
t abul ating expectancy tables. These tables s houl d be useful devices for 
predicting and int erpreting the de gr ee of success in geometry to t he 
students. 
The correlations established from t his repor t bet we en geometry 
and other facto r s are as follows: 
1 •• 78 between Plane Geometry grades a..nd Algebra II gr ades . 
2 •• 75 between Plane Geometry gr ades and Al gebr a I gr ades. 
3 • • 59 between Plane Geometry gr ade s and t he Orleans Geometry 
Prognos is Test scores . 
4. .47 be tween Plane Geometry gr ades and t he Hernnon- Nelson Test 
of Mental Ability scores . 
From the correlations computed, Al gebra II was found t o be t he 
best single predictor. However, all student s are not requi red t o t ake 
Al gepra II as a prerequisite for Plane Geometry . Since Al gebra I is 
r equired for entrance into Plane Geometry and because of the i nsigni f i-
cant difference in their correJations, grades from Algebra I would serve 
equally as well as a strong predictor. 
Expectancy t ables were developed to give a graphic explanat ion 
of the predictions which may be made . One need only to direct his 
attention to the row of the t able corresponding t o the score a student 
receives i n one of t he predictive f actors ; the entries in t hat row show 
how likely the student is to attain any particular gr ade average. 
There is no absolute way of predicting a student's success i n 
Plane Geometry . Current materials and moder n methods in mathematics 
have created a need for further research to be done on prediction and 
a need to follow up t hese studies to help validate effective ways of 
predicting success in Plane Geometry . 
This abstract of approximately four hundred words is approved 
as to content. 
SIGNED 
Instructor in Charge of 
Master ' s Report 
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HITRODU CT ION 
Educators have a great responsibility of aiding and ass i s t ing 
students in making educational choices and decisions. The problems 
which f ace the mathematics teachers in the Worland Hi gh School would be 
diminished if there we re some obj ective measurement s t hat they could 
use for predicting success in future mathematics courses. 
I. THE PURPOSE OF TH I S STUDY 
The purpose of t his study is to develop me asurements t hat can be 
used for predicti ng success in Plane Geometry in the Worland Hi gh School. 
The specific purposes of the study are (1) to deter mine t he coefficients 
of correJation between Plane Geometry gr ade s and Al gebra I gr ades, 
between Plane Geometry gr ades and Algebra II grades, between Plane 
Geometry grades and scores on the Orleans Geometry Prognosis Test, and 
Plane Geometry grades and the scores on the Henmon-Nelson Tests of Ment al 
Ability; and (2) to develop expectancy tables to predict t he success of 
students in Place Geometry. 
II. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS STUDY 
The mathematics program is designed by the administration and the 
mathematics department of Worland High School. Algebr a I is offered to 
the freshman, Algebra II is offered the following year to the sophomores, 
and Plane Geometry is taken by juniors and senior:s. 
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Many tiITBs the geometry teacher or guidance counselor ~~11 be 
asked such ques tions as 1 Shall I take geometry? 1 1How well do you think 
I will do if I have received average grades in algebra?' There being no 
absolute answer to these questions , the teacher and counselor gives 
the student his opinions based on the best available data . Rogers (14: 
193-205) in 1923 points out that predictions can never be absolute . 
The counselor or teacher in attempting to predict the achievement of 
a student based on test scores should never use these scores as the only 
evidence of predicting success . 
Students enroll in Plane Geometry for various r easons . Howver , 
students who have low reasoning ability or those students who lack 
interest usually drop the course after the first few weeks of school or 
at least at the end of the first semester . 
III. THE SC0Pi: .~.ND LL ITATIJNS 08' TI--iIS STUDY 
This study is limited to sophomores, juniors, and seniors who 
had completed one full year of Plane Geometry. Approximately one 
hundred cases were used to determine the correlations . In order to 
obtain this number of cases it was necessary to use the permanent records 
for t he school years 1958 to 1961 inclusive . There was no distinction 
made between scores of boys and girls because of the limited number of 
girl s who t ake Plane Geometr y . 
Two t est ing devices were used in this study. They are the Henmon-
Nelson Test of M~ntal Ability which is given to all freshmen during their 
first semester and the Orleans Geometry Prognosis Test which is given 
to them the Jast few weeks of their first year . 
IV . PROCEDURES USED IN THIS STUDY 
The number of cases involved in this study for ea.ch group is as 
follows: ninety- four cases were used for establishing correlations 
between Plane Geometry gr ades and Al gebra I gr ades ; seventy- nine cases 
were used for establishing correJations between Plane Geometr y grades 
3 
and Algebra II grades; ninety-four cases were used for establishing 
correlations between Plane Geometry grades and scores from the Orleans 
Geometry Prognosis Test; and ninety-four cases were used for establishing 
correlations between Plane Geometry grades and scores on the Henmon-
Nelson Test of Mental Ability . 
The gr ades used in this study were final grades given by the 
teachers in the subjects of Algebra I and II. Percentage grades have 
been assigned to the number grades which appeared on permanent records . 
The following scale describes the percentages assigned to the numerical 
grades: 
1 - 97 
1- - 94 
2+ - 93 
2 - 90 
2- - 86 
3+ - 85 
3 - 82 
3- - 78 
4+ - 77 
4 - 74 
4- - 70 
F - 65 
Since the grades are recorded on the permanent r ecords on a 
semester basis , it was necessary to arrive at a final year grade for 
each subject . This was done first by changing them to percentage gr ades 
and then averaging t he two . 
The two standardized tests , the Orleans Geometry Prognosis Test 
and the Henman- Nels on Mental Abilit y Test , were chosen by our guidance 
depart ment . Scores of these tests were col lected from the files of the 
sel ected cases being used in this s t udy . 
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The data collected was grouped into a table as described by 
Garret t (7 : 139-140). The statistical data obtained f r om this t able was 
substituted into this correl ation formula : 
t: z°-,cy 
?(y" = /4\/ (2.-x.2) C"£:r2) 
In order to derive a single numerical number to show relationship 
between two factors , the coefficients of correlation were determined for 
1 . Plane Geometry grades and Algebra I grades . 
2 . Plane Geometry grades and Algebra II grades . 
J . Plane Geometry grades and the Orleans Geometry Prognosis Test . 
4. Pl ane Geometry gr ades and the Henmon- Nelson Test of Mental 
Ability . 
The same data collected for the correlations were used in tabulat-
ing expectancy tables . Four expectancy tables were constructed which 
should be useful devices for interpreting success in Plane Geometry. 
According to Cronbach (4: 72) - -
The expectancy table is a useful device for interpreting 
performance . To interpret a student ' s score , the counselor need 
only direct attention to the row of the table corresponding to 
the score ; the entries show how likely the student is to attain 
any particular grade average . This explanation is more definite 
and more complete than can be offered by any other system of norms . 
V . EXPECTED OUTcm1::;s OF THIS STUDY 
The resul ts obtained from this study should have practical 
signif icance for administrators , counselors, and teachers in secondary 
schools . Dougl ass in his recent publication (6: 19-20) points out that 
more and more students should be enrolled i n mathematics and science , 
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and those with special aptitudes should be stimulated to a greater degree 
of achievement in mathematics developed along modern lines . Dougl as s 
also points out that the developments in science and mathematics have 
made it quite clear that there should be two or more versions of courses 
in mathematics and sci ence for groups of students with different capacities, 
interests , and future needs . As a result of the increased emphasis being 
placed on mathemat ics, teachers and c ounselors should guide the students 
in the selection of courses on the basis of accurat e data concerning their 
capabilit ies . 
This study, when used with previous teachers ' recommendations and 
counseling, should direct those student s who could be failures in Plane 
Geometry to a class which better fits their needs . It should also serve 
as an instrument to encourage good students to continue with their 
mathematics at higher l evels . What Bobbitt (3 : 246) said in 1918 certainl y 
applies today. 
We as teachers and counselors must recognize the fact that 
individuals differ in t heir natural abilities . No amount of 
educational labor will develop large ability on the part of 
t hose possessing low natural ability , where those with large 
potential capacity should have their powers fully unfolded. 
The information contained i n the study should be helpful in special 
grouping of classes . Within the classroom itself, special grouping could 
be emphasized. For example, those students who show high ability could 
be pl aced in program learning, while others could continue in the 




The discussion in this sectio~ centers on reviews of investigations 
relating to prediction of scholastic success in Plane Geometry with 
L~telligence test scores, prognosis teqt, scores and previous school grades . 
Guilford (9 : 333) emphasizes the imoortance of the scientific 
method to prediction in the following statement: 
One of the most important fruits of scientific investigations 
and one of the most exacting tests of any hypothesis is the ability 
to make predictions . Particularly is this true for the reasons that 
statistical reasoning is basic to all predictions . Statistical 
ideas not only guide us in framing statements of a predictive nature 
but also enable us to say something definite concerning how trust-
worthy our predictions are about how much error one should expect in 
the phenomenon predicted. -
In his book, Guilford (9: 333) lists four cases of scientific pre-
diction. They are 
1. Attributes from other attributes--as when we predict incidence 
of cr~ninality from sex, race , or religious creed. 
2. Attributes from quantitative measurements- -as when we predict 
criminality from scores on tests of ability or of behavior 
traits . 
3. Measurements from attributes--as when we predict probable 
test scores from sex, socioeconomic status, or marital 
status . 
4. Measurements from other measurements--as when we predict 
achievement in school from I.Q . test s-cores . 
The present study is based on the last type of prediction listed--
prediction of a measurement (Plane Geometry grades) from other measure-
ments (test s cores and previous school grades~ 
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One of the earliest investigations of predicting success was made 
by Orleans (12: 225-246) in the yea- s 1928-1930. In his study of several 
high schools in New York City, Orleans reported correlations between the 
Orleans Prognosis Test and teachers ' grades varied from a low of .42 to 
a high of . 78 and several of the correlatiQns were in the low . 60 1 s . 
Orleans also found correlativn s in his study between the Otis Self-Admin-
istering Test and Geometry Prognosis Test to be . 64 and the Otis Self-
dministering Test and teachers ' grades to be . 54 . 
In his CQnclusions Orleans stated that the combination of the 
geometry prognosis test and the intelligence test serves as a slightly 
better predictor than the former one alone . 
In 1934, Lee and Hughes (11: 188-199) in their report of predicting 
success in Plane Geometry made a stuQy of 197 cases and compared I . Q. test 
scores with other factors • . They established a correlation . 26 between 
teachers ' grades and the Terman Intelligence Test; . 54 between the 
Kuhlman- Anderson Intelligence Test and the Orleans Plane Geometry 
Achievement Test at the end of the first semester; . 31 between the Kuhlman-
Anderson Intelligence Test and teachers ' grades at the end of the first 
semester ; and .44 between the Terman Group I . Q. with the Orleans Pla.~e 
Geometry Achievement Test at the end of ~he first semester. In this 
study they also included a comparison of teacher ' s judgment ratings and 
pr evious grades . From this information, they concluded the correlations 
between teacher's judgment ratings and previous grades had a higher 
predictive value than the correlations between previous grades and 
other predictive tests . From their research Lee reported that in studies 
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that have been made to determine the comparative predictive power of the 
three available algebra prognosis tests, they have proved to be about 
equal in value, however, no comparative studies of the two available 
geometry prognosis test had been made at that time . The specific need 
for this ty-pe study was suggested by Lee for a comparative study between 
the Orleans Geometry Prognosis Test and the Lee Test of Geometric 
Ability . 
In an article by Goddeyne and Nemjek (8: 283-287) in 1944, a 
summary is made of a study carried out at the University of Detroit in 
1941. They report t he results of a study begun in 3eptember of 1937 at 
which time both the Lee Test of Geometric Aptitude, Form A, and the 
Orleans Geometry Prognosis Test, Form A, were administered to approximately 
200 tenth grade students who were to begin the study of Plane Geometry . 
The ordinary course of instruction was given to all groups . At the end of 
the school year the Cooperative Plane Geometry Achievement Test, Form 
1937, was administered. During the school ye ~r the I.Q . o_ each pupil 
was obtained by use of the Terman Group Test of Mental \.bility, Form A. 
Coefficients of correlation were computed to indicate the relation-
ship between each pair of variables . Of particular interest in this 
present study are the ones concerning the Orleans Prognosis Test . They 
indicated a correlation between achievement test scores and the Orleans 
test scores of . 58; between teachers ' grades and the Orleans test scores 
a correlation of . 60; and bet,~reen I . Q. 1 s and the Orleans test scores a 
correlation of . 67 . They sum up their report by stating the coefficients 
of correlation indicate that the Lee test scores are slightly superior. 
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to the Orleans test scores and the Terman I . Q. 1 s for predicting success 
in Plane Geometry as measured by both teachers I grades and the Cooperative 
Achievement Test . 
In some of the earlier studies made by Ross and Hook (15 : 184-195) 
(1930) more than 300 coefficients of correlation from various studies 
concerned with relationship between intelligence and achieverrent in 
var ious high school subjects were made . They reported the median of 
coefficients of mathematics and high school grades was found to be . 37 . 
Aaron (1: 99- 109) in 1946 summarized a number of studies and showed the 
median of coefficients between such predictors as intelligence tests and 
teachers ' grades to be -~-4 . This was slightly higher than the median 
shown by Ross and Hooks (15 : 184- 195) using school grades in general . 
Hummer (10 : 496- 500) in 1936 made comparisons of I .~ . and achieve-
ment in Plane Geometry . He used scores from the Otis Group Intelligence 
Test and grades given by teachers . Corre] ation of .58 indicating a 
definite relationship between intelligence and achievement in Plane 
Geometry were reported. 
Richarson (13 : 310- 319 ) reported on a similar study made in 1932 
and 1933 . In 1932 the Orleans Prognosis Test was aciministered to all 
second semester algebra students in the Deerfield- Shields Township High 
School who expected to register for Plane Geometry in the following 
Sept ember. The results on this test were used along vrith mental test 
results , fir st semester al gebr a grades , and teacher ' s estimate of ability 
t o do Plane Geometry. At the end of the first semester in February, 1933, 
t he grades of t he 122 who reg i st ered for Plane Geometry were correlated 
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with the prognosis test scores . The resulting correlation coefficient 
of . 58 indicated substantial relationship . 
The high relationship between. the single factor (prognosis test 
scores ) and Plane Geometr y achievement in terms of semester grades, 
warranted a further study of the use of this test and other factors . In 
the fall of 1933, following the same procedures as before, 135 beginning 
Plane Geometry students were studied. The predictive s i gnificance of 
each of these factors was determined by correlating each with the grades 
earned in Plane Geometry at the end of the first semester . The cor-
relation • 70 between second semester algebra grades and first semester 
Plane Geometry grades are the best single predictive factor . Teacher's 
estimate and prognostic test scores are equally good inasmuch as each 
correlates . 67 with the criterion. The research office prognosis cor-
relates .64 and is only slightly better for predictive purposes than are 
first semester algebra grades which correlate . 63 . The algebra prognostic 
test scores a.nd I.Q. 1 s are equal in predictive value, but correlate only 
t o the extent of .So with Plane Geometry achievement . Finally, teacher I s 
ratings on studiousness correlate .34 with first semester Plane Geometry 
grades . 
Aar on (1 : 19) in her study of the 11Predictive Value of Cumulative 
Test Results 11 reported 
The findings from a review of the research concerning the 
efficiency of such predictors for success in geometr y as intelligence 
tests , achi evement tests , and prognosis tests , support of obser-
vations of Douglass and Kinney that ' as in the case of algebra, 
achievement i n geometry may be best predicted from prognostic test 
scores and marks received in the pr evious school year . 
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For the purpose of this study, Table I has been adapted from Douglass' 
table (5: 500-502) v<l1ich shows the coefficients of correlation between 
success in first year Plane Geometry and intelligence, between success 
in first year Plance Geometry and previous scholastic achievement, and 
between success in first year Plane Geometry and aptitude test scores. 
Table I presents a summary of available research that has been done 
concerning the prediction of success in Plane Geometry . Notice the 
significance of teachers' grades and results of intelligence and prognosis 
tests as predictors of success in Plane Geometry. 
In the reviews of investigation dealing with predict i on of achieve-
ment in the secondary school mathematics, Douglass (5: 492) concluded 
that--
1. Achievement in geometry may be predicted with a fair degree 
of accuracy only . 
2. Achievement cannot be predicted satisfactorily from any one 
variable for the purpose of grouping or definite advice 
relative to taking geometry . 
J . Achievement is best predicted by a combination of the follow-
ing variables--a good prognostic test, I . Q. test scores and 
average marks in the previous year or two of school work . 
Ranking these variable for prediction of success, Douglass 
places them in the following order: 
1 . Prognostic test . 
2. Average marks on previous school year . 
J . I . Q. scores . 
4. Previous teachers ' estimate in mathematical ability . 
5. Mental age . 
6. Achievement test or previous year ' s work in mathematics . 
7. Chronol ogical age . 
8. Character rating . 
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. Lr2 to • 78 
Ave .= .62 
T.BLE I (continued) 
Author D2te Criterion Predictor N Correlation 
Section III 
Teachers • Marks- Geometry Te3.chers 1 Marks 
(From Summary 
by Brooks) Marks Algebra I Marks 2143 . JS to . 70 
Ave .= ,54 
Brown 1909 Marks Algebra Marks . 66 
Burri s 1903 Marks Algebra Marks • 45 
Cooke- Pearson 1933 Marks Algebra Marks 53 . 39 
Cooke- Pearson 1933 Marks Algebra marks 142 . 55 
Crathorne 1922 Marks Al6ebra Marks 1900 • 52 
Rogers 1918 Marks Algebra Marks .51 
Neglein 1917 Marks Algebra Marks . 63 
Winegarden 1929 Marks Al__:ebra Marks • 51 
*NOTE: This table is adapted from Table II in Har .1. R. Douglass I article, "The Predicti ,n of Pupil 
Success in High School Mathematics, 11 The Mathematics Tea.cher, 28; 489-504, December, 1935. 
In a more recent r evi ew of the l i terature in the field of 
prediction of success in Plane Geometry , there is a study by Blick and 
Braman (2 : 107- 115) based upon a quest ionnaire sent to all the principals 
of secondary schools in Conne cticut in 1952 . Ten of these questions 
pertained to the prediction of success in Plane Geometry . The conclusions 
r eached from the s tudy concerning counseling pri or t o enrollment in Plane 
Geometry were as follows : 
1. The elementary algebra marks and the estimate of the s t udent I s 
ability by the algebra teacher were the practices used 
extensively in most of the school s . The general intelli-
gence test scores and the esti~ate of the student ' s ability 
by the guidance counselor were also used extensively in a 
large percentage of the schools . Combinations of these 
four practices were used more often than a single practice . 
2. A greater percentage of Jarger schools used marks more 
extensively than small schools . 
J . A greater percentage of small and mec..:..um schools used 
estL"Ilates of the students ability by the algebra teacher 
more extensively than large school s . 
4. The estTiaate of the student ' s ability by the 0 eometry 
teacher was used extensi vel;y by Sl:l.all schools more often 
than b;y large schools . 
Personnel in charge of advising students cannot afford to be 
too dogmatic and , on the other hand, they cannot afford to disregard 
the facts . Rogers ' (14 : 196) statement , "Predictions can never be 
absolute and mistakes will certainly be made . All we can do is to 
state whether pupil ' s chances of succeeding are great or small, 11 seems 
to be important and aQplicable for anyone who might be using predictive 
studies . 
C-tIAPTER III 
REPORT OF THE FL\fDINGS 
Plane Geometry is selected by roughly 10 per cent of the students 
of Worland High School. ·rhis selection is based upon the students 1 
need for the course in his future educational requirements or for actual 
enjoyment of mathematics . As a result most of the cases selected for 
this study are students who have at least average or above average 
grades. Correlations computed from these cases will be used for future 
predictions of success . 
Correlations were computed to determine the statistical basis for 
prediction of academic success in Plane Geometry from schools grades and 
test scores. From these correlations expectancy tables were developed. 
These eA'})ectancy tables Tive graphic interpretations of predictions . 
The distribution of grades received by students in Algebra I, 
Algebra II, and Plane Geometry are shown in Table II. Table II shows 
how many students and what per cent of the cases received each grade . 
In Algebra I, 89 per cent of the students made a 11 311 or better gr 0 de. 
In Algebra II, 97 per cent of the students received a 11 311 or better 
grade. In Plane Geometry, 84 per cent of the students made a 11 3 11 or 
better grade . One of the reasons that these grades seem high may be 
attributed to the fact that very few failing (below 70 per cent) students 
ever reach Algebra II or Plane Geometry . 
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TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF GR!\Dt,S RECEIVED BY ST1.JIB3TS IN ALGEBRA I, 
ALGEBR.ll. II, AJD PL&fil GE'.:dETRY FOR THE 
SCHOOL YEARS 1958-1961 
Grades Total lunber I II · III IV F Subject No . c,f No . c:1 No . % No . Cl/_ No . % of Students /0 /u ,o 
Algebra I 21 22 42 45 21 22 8 9 2 2 94 
Algebra II 29 37 31 39 17 22 1 1 1 1 79 
Plane 
Geometry 24 26 32 34 23 24 11 12 4 4 94 
18 
I. CO...:.FFICIBNTS OF CCRFELATION 
This study is designed to correlate the test scores and the grades 
by calculations using the coefficient of correlation formula . Descriptions 
of the correlations are drawn from Guilford (9: 145) : 
Our interpretation of the size of r depends very much upon ,vhat 
we propose to do with it . ... Interpretation is t'1erefore lar;ely 
a relative matter • .• • .3ut takinc correlations just at large, 
without particular regard to their use and as a general orientation, 
we may sa;y that the strenr·th of relationship can be described 
roughly as follows for V'.l.rious r ' s: 
Less than • 20 • • 
. 20 - . 40 
.40 - . 70 
. 70 - . 90 
. 90 -1.00 
•.• slibhtj almost negligible relationship 
low correlationj aefini te but small 
relationship 
moderate correlationj substantial 
relationship 
high correlation; marked relationship 
very high correlationj very dependable 
relationship 
Correlations between Plane Geometry and ~ther factors are shown in 
Table III . The correlations range from a high of . 78 between Algebra II 
and Plane Geometry to a low correlation of . 47 between the Henmon-Nelson 
Test of Mental t\.bility and Plane Geometry . The correlation of • 75 
between Algebra I and Plane Geometry is slightly below the high correla-
tion . The correlation of .59 between the Orleans Geometry ProRnosis 
Test and Plane Geometry is considerably higher than the low correlationo 
Thus, accordinr to Guilford, the correlations • 75 ana • 73 show hi[;h 
correlation and marked relationship . Correlations of .47 and . 59 show 
moderate correlation and substantial relationships . 
From t}:e correlations computed it is apparent that the best single 
predictor would be the teachers ' grades received in Algebra II . However , 
TABLE III 
CORR.bL.ATIONS OF BEDICTIVE FACTORS 
VITTH PLAN1 GEOI'.~TRY 
Preoictive Factors 
Algebra I Grades 
Algebra II Grades 
Orleans Geometry Prognosis Test 









all students who enroll in Plane Geometry are not required to take 
Algebra II as a prerequisite . Since Algebra I is required for entrance 
into Plans Geonetry, and because of the insignificant difference iu their 
co:Telations, 0-rades from il.lgebra I wo J.ld serve equally as well as a 
stronp, predictor . 
II . ~XPECT~NCY T~BL~S 
Expectancy tables ~ive a graphic explanation of the predictions 
which may be nade . The tables on the following pages predict grades in 
Plane Geometry for students of Worland High School from previous grades 
in ilfebra I and Algebra II, and scores on the Orleans Geometry 
Prognosis Test and scores on the Henman- Nelson Test of Mental Ability. 
Four expectancy tables (IV-VII) were developed for prediction purposes . 
The primary use of the expectancy table is to predict a student's 
chance of scholastic success as determined by grJ.des and test scores. 
Another effective use of these tables is to provide illus~r~tive infor-
mation regarding the spread of scores or concentration of scores as in 
a scatter diagram. 
To interpret a student ' s score, one need only to direct his 
attention to the row of the table correspondinb to the score; the 
entries show how likely the student ,is to attain any particular ]ade 
average . Table IV was used as an example to illustrate the method of 
interpretation of the expectancy tables. The column at the left contains 
the Algebra II grades divided into five int0rvals , and the five intervals 
across the top r epresents the percentage grades in Plane Geometry . The 
Gr ades 
94 - 100 
86 - 93 
78 - 85 
70. -- 77 
Below 70 
TABLE IV 
XPE CTANCY TABLE FOR PR-:mICTING GRADES IN 
PLANE GEOMETRY FROM ALGEBRA II GR4.DES 
Grades i n Plane Geometr y 














Tota l Number of 







*Seventy-nine cases were used in deriving this expectancy table . 
•P'4'he numbers under each gr ade interval in this expectancy t abl e are 
percentages, and may be i nt erpreted as t he number of chances out 
' of one hundred. 
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TABLE V 
EXPECTANCY T .BLi!: FOR PRSDICT.LiG GRll..DES IN 
PL.lUE G.0.:0:i'IETRY FROM ALGEBRA I GR "DES 
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Grades in Plane Geometry Total Number of 
Grades Below 70 70- 77 78-85 86- 93 94-100 Cases in Each 
Interval* 
94 - 100 27~• l- 73 22 
86 - 93 7 34 44 15 41 
78 - 85 5 19 28 43 5 21 
70 - 77 37 25 25 13 8 
Below 70 50 50 2 
•~Ninety- four cases were used in deriving this expectancy table . 
1~"The numbers under ea.ch grade intt-rval in this expectancy table a re 
per centages , and may be interpreted as the number of chances out 
of one hundred . 
TABLE VI 
EXPECTANCY TABLE FOR PREDICTING GRADES IN 
PLANE CIBOMETRY FROl" THE ORIE.ANS G~OJ'ft;;TRY 
PROGi\TOSIS Ti::ST 
23 
Raw Grades in Plane Geometry Total Number of 
Scores Below 70 70-77 78- 85 86- 93 94-100 Cases in Each Interval•~ 
75 and 
over 33~~-l~ 67 3 
60 - 74 4 4a 48 23 
45 - 59 3 13 13 53 18 32 
30 - 44 10 7 53 13 17 30 
Below 30 17 33 so 6 
• ~Ninety- four cases were used in deriving this expectancy table . 
•h'hrhe numbers under each grade interval in this expectancy t able are 
percentages, and may be interpreted as the number of chances out 
of one hundred . 
TABIE VII 
EXPECTANCY TABLE FOR PR!:!:DICTING GRt\DES IN PLANE GEOMETRY 
FROM THE HENMON-NELSON TEST OF 1'1ENTAL ABJLITY 
24 
Raw Grades in Plane Geometry Total Number of Cases in Each Score Below 70 70- 77 78-85 86-93 94-100 Interval• !-
130 and 
over 33• H~ 67 6 
120-129 17 25 58 12 
110-119 12 24 48 16 42 
100-109 14 8 36 21 21 28 
Below 100 17 33 33 17 6 
~inety-four cases were used in deriving this expectancy table o 
•B~he numbers under each grade interval in this expectancy table are 
percentages, and may be interpreted as the number of chances out 
of one hundred. 
25 
last column on the right contains the numb 3r of cases in each of the five 
intervals . The percentages in each of the cells of the table indicate 
the chance in one hundred of making a particular grade . If a student's 
grade in Algebra II was in the 78-85 interval, his chances of making a 
grade in the int erval 94-100 were zero; of making a grade in the 
interval 86- 93 were 17 out of 100; of making a grade in the interval 
78- 85 were 44 out of 100; of making a grade in the interval 70-77 were 
28 out of 100; and of making a grade below 70 were 11 out of 100. 
The other expectancy tables may be similarly interpreted. 
CHAPTER IV 
Sill1JMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was conducted in an attempt to evaluate the effective-
ness of certain factors in predicting success in Plane Geometry of 
students of Worland High School, Worland, Wyoming . 
Approximately one hundred students i;ere used in collecting data 
for the study . Data collected were for the school years 1958- 1961 . This 
study was limited to those students who had taken the Orleans Geometry 
Prognosi s Test, the Henman- Nelson Test of Mental Ability, and completed 
a full year in Algebra I , Algebra II and Plane Geometry. The two 
standardized tests were administered to the students during their fresh-
man year. The end of the year grades in Algebra I, Algebra II and Plane 
Geometry were used. 
Coefficients of correlation were calculated from the forri.ula and a 
single numerical number was obtained . This nu.mber can be used to inter-
pret the effectiveness of the predictive factors . 
The correlations fou.nd in this study for predicting success 
between geometry grades and the other three factors are summarized as 
follows: 
l. .78 between Plane Geometry grades and Algebra II grades. 
2 • -75 between Plane Geometry grades and Algebra I grades. 
3 - . 59 between Plane Geometry grades and the Orleans Geometry 
Prognosis Test . 
4. .47 between Pl ane Geometry ~rades and the Hemnon- Nelson Test 
of Mental Ability. 
According to Guilford 1 s table on page 19, the degree of cor-
relation obtained in this study indicates that marked relationships 
27 
were found in predicting success in Plane Geometry from grades received 
in Algebra II and Algebra I . Significant relationships were found in 
predicting success in Plane Geometry from scores received on the Orleans 
Geometry Prognosis Test and the Henman-Nelson Test of Mental Ability. 
Therefore, the correlations determined in this study can be used for 
prediction of success in Plan.e Geometry at Worland High School. 
The four expectancy t ables (IV-VII) on pages 21 and 24 inclusive 
were prepared for the purpose of predicting the expected outcomes of a 
student in Plane Geometry . These tables should prove especially useful 
in interpreting previous grades in Algebra I and Algebra II, and the 
standardized test scores to the students of ~orland High School. 
II . CO~CLUSIJ~S 
Conclusions that can be drawn from this study are as follows: 
1 . The highest correlation was found to be between Algebra II 
grades an.d Plane Geometry grades. 
2. In predicting success in Plane Geometry, Algebra II grades 
proved to be the best si..n.gle predictor, and should be used 
whenever a students Algebra II grade is known. 
3. Algebra I grades can be considered equally as effective in 
predicting success in Plane Geometry . The difference 
between the correlations of Algebra I and Algebra II is 
only . OJ . 
III . co .'.D.<\TIU ·S 
1. The exoectancy ta ;les o~· t Lis st 1d,y be JS ~1 for co'zwcli1.--
s;Jdents prior to enroll~ent i1 Pl~ne eo' ~tr:'/ • 
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2. The expectancJ t a~les oe Jsed to eval :t~ r · ~rosc~1r~c 
in Plane Seo eJr;f . 
3. T,ie E:'."lida.,ce depgrt~".:;':1t SE.lect a."1 ac .:.'3V':! Jnt ,e , 0 e iv n1 
at the end o: ths Jear in Plane Jeometry . 
4. A follow- 1p s.,udy be made to o.et::r.ni1e t.e 0 ··Jct·ve1e-s :J.f 
the oredicti Jns . 
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